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INTRODUCTION

MONEY IS A TERRIBLE MASTER BUT AN
EXCELLENT SERVANT, SO CONTROL IT
THROUGH ACCOUNTING

"Only accountants can save
the world - through peace,
goodwill and reconciliations"

KEY
FUNCTION

SUMMARIZING

WRITTEN
RECORD

BUSINESS
FUNCTION

Accounting is the process of systematically recording,
measuring, and communicating information about financial
transactions. Accounting also involves the process of
summarizing, analyzing and reporting these transactions to
oversight agencies, regulators and tax collection entities. An
organization cannot remember all its dealing for long.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to keep written record of all
business transactions day by day, this lead to the
development of accounting.
Accounting is one of the key functions for almost any
business. It may be handled by a bookkeeper or an accountant
at a small firm, or by sizable finance departments with dozens
of employees at larger companies. The reports generated by
various streams of accounting are invaluable in helping
management make informed business decisions.
Starting a business often requires entrepreneurs to
understand and complete a variety of business functions. An
important business function when starting a small business is
accounting.For start-ups, accounting and bookkeeping might
notseem as urgent as, say, finding a technical cofounder or
figuring out your cash runway. But that doesn’t mean it’s not
foundational to the health of your business. While it’s easy to
get caught up in the glamorous task of designing your website
or choosing the perfect business name, without a solid
understanding of the numbers, you will not survive.
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UNDERSTANDING THE
IMPORTANCE

AGGRESSIVE ACCOUNTING DOES NOT
MEAN ILLEGAL ACCOUNTING

"Accounting for the most part,
remains a legalistic and traditional
practice, almost immune to selfcriticism by scientific methods."

LONG TERM
SUCCESS

REVENUES AND
EXPENSES
HELP IN
EVALUATING

CREATE
BUDGET

Too often startups neglect building an accounting process into their business until
profits go downhill or cash slowly drains away. Setting up an accounting process for
your startup is critical to the long term success of your business.
An accounting process allows your business to see at a glance where it stands and how
it is performing financially. With an accounting process in place, you can see where
you are spending money and make adjustments.
An accounting process is also important because it allows your business to look
forward and allows the business to understand their past activity and where they
currently stand in order to plan for the future. They can see trends in their revenues
and expenses make adjustment based on past performance. They can be agile and
pivot to future successes.
An accounting system:
1. Helps in evaluating the performance of business:
As discussed above, the accounting records reflects the results of operations as well as
statement of financial position. It also enables comparison with previous period
accounting data with current period as well as budgeted figures for variance analysis.
2. Helps to manage and monitor cash flow:
The working capital and cash requirement of an enterprise can be duly taken care by
proper accounting system.
3. Helps business to be statutory compliant:
Proper business accounting ensures timely recording of tax and duty liabilities which
needs to be remitted within the prescribed time line. This includes trade taxes, payroll
taxes,income tax, etc. Timely payment of liabilities helps enterprises to be statutory
compliant.
4. Helps to create budget and future projections:
Accounting data helps an enterprise to prepare budget and forecast for future period.
Business trends are projected based on past data produced by accounting system.
5. Helps in filing financial statements with regulators, stock exchanges and filing of
tax returns:
Enterprises are required to file the financial statements with Registrar/ Stock
Exchanges (if listed), etc. For both indirect and direct tax filing purposes, financial
statements and other financial information are required.
6. Information to Management:
The accounting system provides a number of qualitative and quantitative customized
reports which are required in day to day business activities.
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KEY ASPECTS OF
ACCOUNTING

ACCOUNTING IS THE LANGUAGE OF
BUSINESS

"Accounting uses bookkeeping
information to analyze and
interpret the data and then
compiles it into reports."

ACCURACY

CROSSCHECKING
PROCEDURES

TIMELINESS

INHERENT
LIMITATIONS

Accounts of an organization are supposed to show it’s financial position, enable measurement of
performance and help in determination and analysis of various aspects such as profitability,
liquidity, solvency, growth etc. They also facilitate comparison of two periods or organizations
and help in making effective decisions. However, none of these functions can really be made use
of if accounting information fails to be reflective of actual position and performance of the
organization.
There are 5 key areas to pay attention to, in order to ensure that this does not happen.
1. Accuracy:Inaccurate accounting information is barely useful. Infact, if inaccuracies are significant, it
would actually be totally useless and might lead the users to form inappropriate opinions or
make unsuitable decisions. Hence, best efforts need to be made in order to ensure that
possibilities of inaccuracies are minimized.
Here are some simple ways to do this:a. Having proper cross-checking procedures:The possibility of there being errors, omissions or duplications in recording of accounting
transactions is significant, especially if it the process involves more manual work. With that
said, computer programs and softwares can also malfunction sometimes.Thus, there should be a
provision for cross-checking of every transaction at least once.
b. Provision for interim audit:An external or internal auditor should review the recorded transactions at least periodically if
not daily.
c. Knowledge of persons employed in accounting department:It is important to make sure that the persons employed in accounting department possess
sufficient qualifications, knowledge and work experience to do the work they have been
assigned.
d. Allocation of tasks and responsibilities:The responsibilities and tasks should be assigned to executives strictly according to their
competencies and areas of expertise.Roles and responsibilities should be clearly and properly
defined for each executive, so that nothing is missed out and duplication and wasteful activities
can also be avoided.
2. Timeliness:Work related to accounting must be done in a timely manner. Pendencies for periods longer than
reasonable will hamper the usability of accounting statements and information. Moreover, it can
have other serious implications such as delay in statutory compliances, as much of it is based on
accounts.
Some of the factors indicative of the level of timeliness are:a. Time taken for closure of previous month’s accounting:It is usually not possible to complete the accounting for the month by the last date of that month
itself due to various inherent limitations, such as all documents and information not being
available. However, they should not remain pending beyond 5th day of the consecutive month,
bar the cases where there are exceptional circumstances.
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KEY ASPECTS OF
ACCOUNTING

NEVER TAKE YOUR EYES OFF THE CASH
FLOW BECAUSE IT’S THE LIFE BLOOD OF
BUSINESS

"Accounting is one of the key
functions for almost any
business."

RECONCILIATION

DOCUMENTATION

PROCEDURES

REPORTING

b. Timely reconciliations:An accountant has to reconcile various balances with statements of respective parties or
records available or obtained internally. Some of the most common types of
reconciliations are Bank and Loan Reconciliations, Receivable and Payables, Stock,
Payroll.
c. Time taken for input documents to reach Accounting Department. :Accounting Department is dependent on other departments for provision of input
documents. If other departments fail to deliver relevant documents to accounts
department, or do not deliver them on time, complete and timely accounting is not
possible.
3. Documentation:It is often needed to refer to documents of previous periods for purposes such as
verification or confirmation. Authenticity of a recorded transaction cannot be
established unless supporting and conclusive documents are available.Besides, various
laws mandate maintenance of supporting information related to financial statements for
certain periods.
Some of the practices to ensure complete and proper documentation are systematic
filing procedure, proper and safe storage of all documents, proper attachments with
vouchers, receipts and bills, signatures of management and third parties, wherever
required, etc.
Moreover, electronic data should be backed-up regularly in order to ensure safe and
secure storage and minimizing the risk of loss of data in the event of a computer failure.
Similarly, files and folders should be stored in locked and fire-resident cabinets.
4. Procedures:Having well-defined, written and proper procedures is necessary for every department
of the organization. Accounting department is not an exception.It is also mandatory to
monitor these procedures in order to ensure that they are being followed.Multiple
Responsibility principle should be taken care of while designing the procedures.
5. Reporting:Accounting can barely facilitate decision making or be of much use to users unless the
accounting information is organized or presented in a way that makes it useful. Thus, it
is important to derive such reports out of accounting information.
Frequency, subjects and formats of reporting should be decided as per the needs of
management. Reports should be such that they facilitate comparison, highlight the areas
of key significance and indicate the need for corrective actions. The practice of having a
budgeting system and tracking the performance accordingly should be followed.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTINGACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

IF I HAD TO RUN A COMPANY ON THREE MEASURES,
THOSE MEASURES WOULD BE CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION, EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION, AND
CASH FLOW.

"We were always focused on our profit and
loss statement. But cash flow was not a
regularly discussed topic. It was as if we were
driving along, watching only the speedometer,
when in fact we were running out of gas."

UNSETTLED
TRANSACTIONS
RECEIVABLE
ACCOUNTING

TRACKING AND
ANALYSIS
CONFIRMATION
AND
RECONCILIATION

Accounts receivable is a claim for payment held by a business against its customer/clients
for goods supplied and/or services rendered in execution of the customer's/client’s order
or because of some unsettled transactions or other monetary obligations owed to an
entity by its customers or clients.
A good way to improve cash flow is to be aware of the importance of accounts receivable,
and to make collections a top priority. Hence, it is important to keep a track of
receivables, and receivables can be tracked successfully only when the accounting
procedures for them are appropriate and are designed to be complete and accurate.
Organizations are indulged in different types of activities and have different types of
clients. Needless to say, their methods of recognizing revenue, recording receivables and
tracking them can also differ vastly. Every entity has to design procedures that are
suitable for it. While business process cycles for many entities are completed within a
relatively short period of time, it is normal practice in for the duration of projects to
extend to much longer periods for others.
ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN RECEIVABLE ACCOUNTING:· Keeping a track of received Purchase Orders from customers.
· Billing/Invoicing:This is a very critical step in the process of revenue recognition and
receivable management as time lags can negatively impact the cash flow.
· Recording of Invoices:After issuance, the next step is to feed the invoice into the
accounting system.
· Tracking and Analysis of Invoices :As delinquent accounts get older, the probability of
collecting those accounts diminishes. This is why an entity must track it’s invoices and
perform ageing analysis. Accounting softwares are capable of automatic generation of
ageing schedule.
· Follow-up for Collections : Delays in disbursement of payments by clients can adversely
affect the cash flow and lead to a requirement draw down entity’s cash reserves, or
increase the amount of external financing needed to cover operations. Thus, it is
immensely important to make efforts to minimize the collection period by making
adequate follow-up efforts.
· Writing off Bad Debts : An entity may not be able to recover its balances outstanding in
respect of certain receivables. The term ‘bad debts’ usually refers to accounts receivable
that is no longer collectible and therefore worthless.It is the responsibility of Finance
Department to review the receivables periodically and assess the collectability of each of
them.
· Confirmation and Reconciliation of Balances :Practices of confirmation and
reconciliation of balances are followed to ensure that amounts reflected in own books of
accounts and those in client’s books of accounts match.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTINGACCOUNTS PAYABLE

ENTREPRENEURS BELIEVE THAT PROFIT IS
WHAT MATTERS MOST IN A NEW
ENTERPRISE. BUT PROFIT IS SECONDARY
CASH FLOW MATTERS MOST

"The more a business owner knows
about their cash flow, the more
empowered they become."

PAYABLE
PROCESS

ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM
ACTIVITIES
EXPECTED
WRITING OFF

Payables management is concerned with administering and handling amounts
owed by the business to its suppliers or lenders. These payables can be of
various types, like trade payables, expenses payable or payables for purchase
of goods other than the goods traded. The work in this area shall involve
proper recording of all payables or borrowings, managing bills and confirming
and reconciling of balances with the supplier parties etc.
The accounts payable process involves reviewing an enormous amount of
detail to ensure that only legitimate and accurate amounts are entered in the
accounting system.The efficiency and effectiveness of the accounts payable
process will also affect the company's cash position, credit rating, and
relationships with its suppliers.
ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN PAYABLE ACCOUNTING:· Verification of Invoices: Invoices need to be verified against purchase
orders/ receiving reports/ relevant agreements or contracts etc.
· Data Entry of Account Payables: Before a vendor's invoice is entered into
the accounting records and scheduled for payment, the invoice must reflect
the proper unit costs, calculations, totals, terms, etc.
· Timely Disbursement of Payments :Track is to be kept of payments that are
falling due and their disbursement should be arranged accordingly. Timely
payments are necessary in order to maintain good relations with vendors.
· Follow-up for delivery against Advances :Finance Department is required to
keep a track of payments made in advance and co-ordinate with Procurement
Department regarding follow-up with vendors for supply of goods or services.
· Balance Confirmations and Reconciliations :In order to ensure that
accounts reflect correct balances and avoid future conflicts, practices of
balance confirmation and creditor reconciliation are followed.
· Payable Analysis : Ageing analysis, payment ratio, average payment period
etc is analyzed.
· De-recognition/Writing Off of payables :Payables need to be written off in
case of cancellation of liability.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTINGTREASURIES

THERE IS REALLY ONLY ONE WAY TO
ADDRESS CASH FLOW CRUNCHES, AND
IT’S PLANNING SO YOU CAN PREVENT
THEM IN ADVANCE

"The fact is that one of the earliest lessons
I learned in business was that balance
sheets and income statements are fiction,
cash flow is reality."

FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION

ACTIVITIES
INVOLVED

FURNISH
DOCUMENTS

ANALYZED

Treasury management basically refers to administering the liquid assets of a business.
Primary function of treasury management is to manage and establish levels for cash or
cash equivalents, including working capital borrowings, so that an organization can
meet its financial obligations on time.When an organization has sufficient cash to
finance its business plans and cushion economic downturns, it can confidently focus
on business operations.
ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN TREASURY ACCOUNTING:1. Disbursement of Payments :Timely disbursement of payments to
parties/stakeholders such as vendors, services providers and employees is an
important function of the Finance Department. This may involve writing of cheques,
dialing electronic transfers, etc.
2. Cash Withdrawals and Deposits : Cash needs to be withdrawn from bank accounts as
per day to day requirements of business. Excess or idle funds may be deposited in
bank accounts.
3. Issuance of Payment/Remittance Advice :Payment/Remittance Advice is a document
that is sent to Vendor when the payment is made, along with the respective
cheque/demand draft. The purpose is to inform the supplier that their invoice has
been paid.
4. Cheque book Register Maintenance: Cheque book register might be maintained
manually or in electronic form.
5. Data Entry of payments and Receipts :Cash receipts and payments not only
demonstrate the cash inflows and outflows but also feed the rest of the accounting
system.
6. Bank Reconciliation :Bank reconciliation is a process that explains the difference
between the bank balance shown in an organization’s bank statement, as supplied by
the bank, and the corresponding amount shown in the organization's own accounting
records at a particular point in time.
7. Petty Cash Handling and Reconciliation :. Petty cash is a small amount of
discretionary funds in the form of cash used for expenditures where it is not sensible
to make any disbursement by cheque for the sake of convenience.
8. Maintaining Bank Relations and Compliances :It is also the duty of Finance
Department to furnish all documents and ensure compliance with all regulations, as
desired by the bankers of the organization.
9. Tracking and Analysis : Daily cash position including working capital borrowings,
cash flow projections and actuals etc need to be analyzed.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTINGPAYROLL

IT'S A FACT OF BUSINESS—IF A COMPANY
HAS EMPLOYEES, IT HAS TO ACCOUNT FOR
PAYROLL AND FRINGE BENEFITS

"Payroll accounting is essentially
the calculation, management,
recording, and analysis of
employees’ compensation."

TRANSPARENCY

COMPENSATION

BIFURCATION

QUERIES AND
COMPLAINTS

Payroll includes anything or everything which belongs to personnel
in an organization, in lieu of services being provided by them. It also
refers to the sum of all financial records of salaries for an employee,
wages, bonuses and deductions.
ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN PAYROLL ACCOUNTING
1. Attendance Records : Payroll processing essentially involves
reference to attendance records of employees and comparison with
leave policy of organization. Thus, there has to be transparency and
proper record maintenance.
2. Payroll Preparation : This involves determination of due fixed and
variable compensation and applicability of deductions/ witholdings.
3. Disbursement of Salaries: Salaries of the employees are to be
disbursed to them through suitable modes on prescribed dates.
4. Issuance of Salary Slips :A Salary Slip is a slip of that
demonstrates the amount earned by the employee and it’s
bifurcation into basic pay, allowances, bonus etc. as well as how
much tax or insurance etc. has been taken out.
5. Data Entry of Pay-roll : This involves feeding the payroll data into
accounting system.
6. Ensuring timely deposit and furnishment of returns related to
payroll taxes :Ensuring compliance with payroll related statutes and
tax laws is an important part of the payroll management/accounting
process.
7. Processing of Staff Complaints :Often, employees may have
queries or complaints related to the payroll calculations done. They
need to be addressed suitably.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTINGINVENTORIES

INVENTORY ACCOUNTING IS MORE OF AN
ISSUE FOR PRODUCT BUSINESSES, SUCH AS
MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS, AND
RETAILERS

"Inventory accounting comes into
play when you buy, use, and also
hold in inventory identical goods
at different prices."

TIMELY
MANNER
SPREADSHEET
VERIFICATION

PAID ATTENTION

Amount of inventory is the total amount of goods and/or materials contained in
the stores at any given time.
Inventory record accuracy is needed to ensure that replacement items are ordered
in a timely manner, that inventory is properly valued, and that parts are available
for sale or production when needed.
ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN INVENTORY ACCOUNTING:1. Inventory Integrated Accounting :The purpose of data entry is to maintain a
comprehensive record of all types of inventory transactions. It is proposed to
have the accounts integrated with the inventory through the accounting software,
where all stock movements are fully recorded in stock registers automatically.The
stock/inventory balance figures are extracted from the inventory records and a
drill down to the Stock registers is provided from the Balance Sheet.
2. Maintenance of Stock Register :Records of stock should also be maintained
elsewhere (other than the accounting software). This can be done manually using
registers or electronically, using spreadsheets. This helps in minimizing the risk of
there being errors and omissions in records.
3. Valuation of Stocks :Different inventory valuation methods are used to
calculate the cost of goods sold and cost of ending inventory, such as F-I-F-O, L-IF-O, Average Cost, etc.
4. Physical Verification:Physical verification of inventories is an important part of
the company’s internal controls aver assets. It is intended to verify the accuracy
of inventory records, and to assign the proper carrying value to that inventory, so
that those assets are properly reflected in the financial records of the Company.
5. Stock Reconciliation :In cases where differences are found between the records
of inventories in books of accounts and figures of quantities arrived at as a result
of physical verification, these balances need to be reconciled.
6. Reporting non-moving/slow-moving stock items :Non-moving stocks are items
which have not been issued for consumption for a substantially long period, say,
12 months. Slow moving stocks are those which have experienced some, but not
much movement. These items need to be paid attention to as they could have lost
their value.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTINGFIXED ASSETS

FIXED ASSETS ARE TANGIBLE ASSETS
PURCHASED FOR THE SUPPLY OF SERVICES OR
GOODS, USE IN THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION,
LETTING OUT ON RENT TO THIRD PARTIES OR
FOR USING FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES

"If your business has a fixed assets, sound
accounting standards can fill in as a
manual for properly represent these long
haul goods on your bookkeeping records."

VERIFICATION

MAINTAIN FIXED
ASSETS

ENSURE THE
ACCURACY

Fixed assets are an organization's tangible, non-current assets
that are used in its business operations.An asset that is not
consumed or sold during the normal course of business, such as
land, buildings, equipment, machinery, vehicles, leasehold
improvements, and other such items, would constitute a Fixed
Asset.
ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING
1. Verification of Invoices :
Just as for all purchases, invoices need to be verified against
corresponding relevant documents and with more attention,
since capital expenditure is far more hefty than regular
purchases for organizations.
2. Accounting of Fixed Assets :
This involves recording acquisition, depreciation,
improvements, disposal etc of fixed assets into accounting
system.
3. Maintenance of Fixed Asset Register :
Other than the data fed into accounting system, a separate
register is to be maintained for Fixed Assets.
4. Physical Verification and Reconciliation :
Physical verification of fixed assets involves physical count and
examination of all fixed assets to verify actual assets in hand
and value and ensure the accuracy of related financial records.
In case of any discrepancy, reconciliation would need to be
performed.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTINGSTATUTORY
COMPLIANCE

HIRE AN ACCOUNTANT
FROM DAY ONE

"Without good accounting
you don't do statutory
compliances on time."

TAX
REPORTING

NEGOTIATING

ACCOUNTING
FOR TAXES

Statutory means "of or related to statutes," or what we normally call laws or regulations.
Compliance just means to comply with or adhere to. So statutory compliance means the
organization is following the laws on a given issue.
From financial accounting point of view, we are mainly concerned with with tax
management and financial audit related activities.
ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
1. Managing the tax reporting and compliance function.
2. Overseeing the completion of accurate tax returns in timely manner in order to minimize
the tax obligations of an organization.
3. Collection of tax related information and being familiar with all applicable tax
regulations at the central, state and local level.
4. Management of tax accounting and reporting to top management
5. Analyzing general ledger and related financial documents to ensure appropriate tax
accounting is being performed.
6. Coordinating, facilitating and resolving all taxing authority inquiries and audits.
7. Prepare and update tax provision schedules
8. Monitoring and being updated with new tax laws changes in tax rates
9. Ensuring correction of errors that caused incorrect tax filings
10. Negotiating with tax authorities over tax payment issues
11. Coordinating outsourced tax preparation work
12. Liaison with the tax authorities to resolve any queries or issues arising in relation to
tax returns to be submitted.
13. Liaison with external advisors to ensure all tax submissions accurately reflect all
transactions within tax reporting.
14 Facilitating conduction of Statutory and Taxation Audits
For ensuring adherence to statutory compliances, a preliminary requirement is to identify
all the tax laws that are applicable to the organization.
ACCOUNTING FOR TAXES:
Accounting should be such that proper discharge of statutory liabilities is supported, that
is, tax amounts due are clearly and accurately reflected in the books of accounts at all
times. This is fundamental for ensuring timely and accurate payments.
Similarly, tax liabilities that do not get calculated directly by the virtue of day-to-day
transactions and have to be especially calculated (like income tax) should be provided for
in the books.Also, documentation is important in all areas, but when it comes to statutory
compliances, the need for proper documentation cannot be stressed enough.
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MAJOR AREAS OF
ACCOUNTING-BOOK
CLOSING AND MIS
REPORTING

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM IS A
SYSTEM USED BY ORGANIZATIONS WORLDWIDE
FOR TRANSFORMING DATA INTO USEFUL
INFORMATION FOR BETTER DECISION MAKING

"Book closing is understood to involve
completing a series of closing activities to
ensure that all material transactions have
been included in the accounting period."

Book closing is understood to involve completing a series of closing activities to ensure
that all material transactions have been included in the accounting period.

OMISSION
AND
ERRORS
FINAL
REVIEW

ANNUAL
CLOSING
CAREFULLY
ORGANIZE

ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN BOOK CLOSING:1. Completion of Data Entry :This involves complete recording of all invoices pertaining to
the relevant financial year, recording of incomes/expenses that have accrued but may not
be receivable/payable yet, updation of accounts as per requirement and review and
correction of any type of omission or errors.
2. Clearance of Suspense Accounts :Suspense Account is an account used temporarily to
carry doubtful receipts and disbursements or discrepancies pending their analysis and
permanent classification.Book closing shall involve a final review of the transactions
outstanding in suspense accounts. It is mandatory to have them cleared for finalization of
accounts.
3. Reconciliations :Closing annual balances such as bank, loan, stock, payables &
receivables, tax and tax credit balances etc. need to be reconciled with relevant
corresponding documents.
4. Depreciation Accounting :Depreciation is the transfer of a portion of the asset's cost
from the balance sheet to the income statement during each year of the asset's life in
order to ensure systematic allocation the cost of a fixed asset over its useful life.
5. Provisions and Accruals:Review should be done to determine if there is any other
foreseeable liability which is capable of being measured, and about which there is
substantial certainty. Similary, accrued income may also need to be booked.
Annual Closing will also involve:
6. Facilitating Conduct of Annual Audits :An audit is an independent, objective evaluation
of an organization's financial statements and related disclosures.
7. Filing of Annual Tax Returns and Financial Statements :After auditing, financial
statements are said to have acquired finality. The final tax liability is to be determined,
payment of tax (if any required) is to be done and Return of income tax is to be filed on
the basis of these statements. Similarly, annual financial statements need to be filed with
corporate authority.
8. MIS Reporting: MIS or Management Information System is a system used by
organizations worldwide for transforming data into useful information for better decision
making. It helps management make better plans and carefully organize business
operations.The format and contents of MIS Report need to be defined in accordance with
requirements of the management.
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INITIAL SETUP
PROCESS

ENTREPRENEURS ARE NOT PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTANTS (OR AT LEAST MOST OF THEM ARE
NOT). OUTSOURCING YOUR ACCOUNTING AT INITIAL
STAGE BY CHOOSING A RIGHT PARTNER COULD BE A
WISE DECISION

"Accounting isn’t just about writing the books
or some statutory requirement. Its about
having well-defined procedures and sufficient
controls in place, and it is crucial for the very
functioning of the business."

ONLINE
COMPONENT
LOW COST
ACCOUNTING

OUTSOURCE

WELL DEFINE
PROCEDURE

The key is to establish an accounting infrastructure that will support your
company finances and help define your financial strategy as you grow.
1. Opening a business bank account
This is the most basic one. A business banking account with online component
will help you to eliminate unnecessary manual processes and better manage
your cash flow. It should offer automatic customer invoicing and help you to
avoid cash shortfalls, by pulling in receivables and stretching out payables. And
it should seamlessly integrate with your chosen accounting software.
2. Choosing an Accounting Software
At this point, you can get away with a basic, low-cost accounting setup. A basic
version of Tally (most popular in India), Busy or Quickbooks will do. They are
inexpensive and easy-to-use. While high-end options are certainly available
and work very well, at this point, they are overkill in terms of effort and cost.
3. Setting up of a Chart of Accounts
The bottom line is that your chart of accounts (COA) will be the bedrock of
whatever accounting system you use. Your COA is your company’s personalized
accounting system. It should align with your financial structure and help you to
monitor and report income and expenses.
4. Defining Your Finance and Accounting Procedures
Accounting isn’t just about writing the books or some statutory requirement.
Managing the accounts function effectively is about having well-defined
procedures and sufficient controls in place, and it is crucial for the very
functioning of the business. Setting up your F&A function will require you to
take a lot of decisions and formulate policies. This documents enlists all core
areas for each sub-function which would require your discretion and
consideration.
5. Outsourcing Is A Wise Option: Another important take away here is to not
approach setting up your accounting function as a DIY project. Entrepreneurs
are not professional accountants (or at least most of them are not).
Outsourcing your accounting at initial stage by choosing a right partner could
be a wise decision, even if you want to have it in-house later once the
mechanisms are streamlined. There are many great ways to save money while
you’re bootstrapping your startup—cutting costs by compromising on your
finance and accounts is not one of the recommended ones.
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MYTHS OF
ACCOUNTING

HAVING A GOOD ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE WOULD
MEAN EVERYTHING IS AUTOMATED AND NOTHING
CAN GO WRONG, SO IT DOES NOT MATTER WHO IS
IN-CHARGE

"Accounting is the process of
systematically recording, measuring,
and communicating information about
financial transactions."

MANUAL
ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS
CATASTROPHE
CONCEPTS
AND
CONTROLS

1. Accounting is all about math.
Yes, you use math, but you have to use those numbers to tell the owner of a business,
shareholder, bank, or manager what they mean; how they can use them; and what to
expect in the future. It’s analytics, not algebra.
2. Manual accounting is fine too.
In this day and age, there is no need for you to put in that much time and effort into
something that can be done much more effectively and accurately at minimal cost (if
you make an optimal choice).
3. Accounts function has nothing much to do with actual business.
Actually, accounting system often needs to provide inputs but basic business related
decisions. Moreover, without functions such as accounts receivable, accounts
payable, payroll etc, business cannot function at all.
4. Small businesses don’t need accounting or it can just wait until becomes too much
to handle by self.
Every business needs an accountant watching their back. No or improper accounting
can at times lead you towards business catastrophe. Moreover, you need proper
accounting to report your income taxes correctly, which is crucial.
5. Accounting will cost me an arm and a leg.
You do not have to opt for the high-end firms. You have to find the right firm or
individual for you and a lot of firms will provide you with quality work for reasonable
prices. References might help you find one.
6. I really don’t need accounting reports to know how my business is doing.
Human brain is not a data science software. You do need to refer to actual data to
ensure your pricing is sufficient, identify major expenses including wasteful ones,
help you with time allocation, reveal problem areas, etc.
7. Having a good accounting software would mean everything is automated and
nothing can go wrong, so it does not matter who is in-charge.
No matter what software you use, in-depth understanding of accounting concepts and
controls of an efficient accounting system cannot be replaced by it.You should
definitely have a working knowledge of how your company operates financially.
8. An accountant can easily do taxes as well.
Not always. In fact, often not. Proper tax compliances would require in-depth
knowledge of tax laws and familiarity with mechanisms of tax department, which is
not what any book-keeper can do.
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DO’S AND DON’TS

ACCOUNTING ALSO INVOLVES THE PROCESS OF
SUMMARIZING, ANALYZING AND REPORTING THESE
TRANSACTIONS TO OVERSIGHT AGENCIES,
REGULATORS AND TAX COLLECTION ENTITIES

"An accounting process allows your
business to see at a glance where it stands
and how it is performing financially."

INTERNAL
CONTROLS

CUSTOMIZATION

ORIGINAL
SOURCE
DOCUMENT

Do’s
1. Even if you hire a professional to do your books, you should have a basic
understanding of bookkeeping. If only to keep costs down, you should know
how to track your monthly income and expenses.
2. Give due importance to internal controls and safeguards.
3. Establish review mechanisms wherever possible – one person hardly ever
gets everything right all the time.
4. Have written and well defined procedures – even if it is a small business.
5. Be regular with the reconciliations – early detection of a discrepancy saves
a lot of trouble.
6. Prepare budgets and compare actual data with it to understand where your
money is going.
7. Ask your software service provider for possible customization to make the
software more suitable for your business, wherever applicable.
8. Exercise necessary discretion while selecting the firm or individual who
will handle the accounts.
9. Always try to keep “original source documents” to substantiate whatever is
recorded in books.
Don’ts
1. Give accounting and bookkeeping low importance and cheeping out.
2. Commingle personal and business assets and expenses.
3. Give too much freedom to anyone to do whatever with the accounts
without any review, or give all or multiple responsibilities to a single person.
4. Rely on verbal communications and not give due importance to
documentation.
5. Overlook seeking professional advice on important financial matters.
6. Wait till filing season to get on with your accounts.
7. Treat tax compliances as optional or unimportant.
Completely put off establishing a relationship with a banker until you need
financing.

NEVER START A
BUSINESS
JUST TO MAKE MONEY
START A BUSINESS TO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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